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Overview of Next-Generation Software
Impact on Security
Introduction to Next-Generation Software Security Challenges

Innovative software & IT are transforming business models and competitive

landscapes.

Organizations face cultural and technological shifts to leverage continuous

improvement.

Security is integral as software evolution introduces novel security

implications.



Enterprise Software Evolution Variables
Key Variables in Business Software Evolution

1 Composition and execution of software

2 Delivery and management systems

3 Compliance with regulatory frameworks



Shift 1 - Software Composition &
Execution
Transition in Software Development Paradigms

From solitary programmer to collaborative development via repositories

Enhanced concurrency and usage of open source modules

Version control critical due to multiple concurrent contributors



The Impact of Repositories & Open
Source
Repositories and Open Source - Benefits and Risks

Expedited innovation with extensive use of shared libraries

Increased exposure to security threats, including unpatched vulnerabilities

Crucial role of timely updates and patch installations in threat mitigation



Role of Git Repositories
Git Repositories - Industry Adoption and Security Implications

1 Dominant use of Git (95% of developers) for source-code control.

2 Security professionals must secure and manage repository usage.

3 Challenges include standardizing security scans and guidelines within

development workflows.



Security Challenge: Third-Party Code
Management
Addressing the Security of Third-Party Code

Identifying and monitoring third-party code usage is critical.

Technical debt accrues with unchecked open source inclusion.

Strategies required for secure identification and integration of external code.



Shift 2 - Software Delivery and
Management
Dynamic Software Execution in Modern Enterprises

Lessons learned from legacy software-hardware interdependence.

Cloud computing mitigates vendor lock-in and enables flexible software

execution.

Containers and orchestrators pivotal for cloud-based, dynamic application

development.



Cloud Computing Transformation
Cloud Services - Stretching Boundaries of Software Security

1 Transition to cloud services focused on deployment flexibility and developer

productivity.

2 Cloud serves as a premise for next-gen software innovation and efficiency.

3 Hybrid cloud demands comprehensive management solutions for visibility

and security.



Shift 3 - Compliance with Regulatory
Requirements
The Balancing Act: Innovation and Regulatory Compliance

Secure applications in the cloud with shared accountability models.

Persistent concerns over security, governance, compliance amidst cloud

adoption.

Enterprises need active strategies for securing software as per compliance

demands.



Multicloud Strategies & Shared
Accountability
Multicloud Adoption - Scaling Shared Security Accountability

Rise in multicloud strategy for optimal deployment and risk distribution.

CI/CD processes facilitating deployment across diverse environments.

Heightened importance of access control and system integrity in multicloud

settings.



Cloud Native & Serverless Security
Challenges
Emergent Security Challenges in Cloud Native & Serverless Ecosystems

1 New mechanisms like containers, orchestrators, and microservices reshape

attack surfaces.

2 Demand for tools proficient in addressing specific security vulnerabilities of

cloud components.

3 Serverless architectures require rethinking traditional network and

application security approaches.



Conclusion: Embracing the Security
Evolution
Adapting to Security Needs in the Era of Rapid Software Evolution

Acknowledgment that evolving software practices demand updated security

postures.

Integration of automated security measures into development and runtime

environments.

Proactive adaptation to secure next-generation software is vital for enterprise

resilience.
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